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The X-ray structure analysis of the aziridinyl peptide EtO-Azi-Gly-Gly-OBn indicates that the linear
conformation adopted in the crystalline state is established by an intermolecular hydrogen bonding network.
This is confirmed by force field computations. They show that the intermolecular interactions in the crystal
are stronger than the intramolecular ones which for a single molecule would lead to a bent structure. As
expected, the stabilization energies strongly decrease with increasing polarity of the environment. For medium
polar environments, the intermolecular interactions are still stronger than the intramolecular ones which is in
nice agreement with results from1H NMR dilution studies in CDCl3. For very polar environments, the
intramolecular interactions become stronger than the intermolecular ones, however, if the solvent is able to
form stable hydrogen bonds, e.g., DMSO, the intramolecular hydrogen bonds are replaced by hydrogen bonds
to the solvent molecules. Raman spectra of the crystalline compound prove that the aziridine NH as well as
the peptide bonds are involved in hydrogen bonding.

Introduction

In the past few years, the interest in inhibitors of cysteine
proteases has increased considerably.1-3 Since these proteases
play essential roles in various pathological processes, low
molecular weight inhibitors could be useful therapeutic agents.
One class of inhibitors comprises peptides containing an
epoxide4-8 or an aziridine9-14 ring. These three-membered
heterocycles act as electrophilic “war heads” which can be
attacked by the cysteine residue of the enzyme’s active site thus
leading to irreversible enzyme alkylation and inactivation
(Figure 1). Until now, no X-ray-crystallographic structure of
peptides containing the aziridine-2,3-dicarboxylic acid as elec-
trophilic amino acid has been determined, and neither do
structures of enzyme-inhibitor complexes exist.15 This is in
contrast to the oxygen analogues of these inhibitors, the
epoxysuccinyl peptides, for which the X-ray crystallographic
structure of the prototype inhibitor loxistatin (Figure 1)16 as well
as a variety of 3D-structures of enzyme-inhibitor complexes
have been determined.17

To understand the different binding modes of these related
inhibitor types, the preferred conformations have to be known.
In addition, the knowledge of inter- and intramolecular hydrogen
bonding motifs can contribute to a better understanding of
structure-activity relationships. With the X-ray structure de-
termination of ethyl-(2S,3S)-3-{[2-{[benzyloxy)-2-oxoethyl]-
amino}-2-oxoethyl)amino]carbonyl}aziridine-2-carboxylate (EtO-
Azi-Gly-Gly-OBn) (2; Figure 2), Raman-spectroscopic studies,
force field as well as quantum chemical calculations of this
aziridinyl peptide and its electrophilic building block (diethyl-
(2S,3S)-aziridine-2,3-dicarboxylate, EtO-Azi-OEt) (1; Figure 2),
we present insights into the conformation and H-bonding
properties of this inhibitor type.
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Figure 1. Overlay of the structure of the ethyl ester loxistatin16 with
its active open-chain acid E-64c taken from the complex with papain
(1PE6).17f
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The geometrical structures of the most stable conformers of
a single aziridinyl peptide molecule in various environments
(gas phase, chloroform, and water) were studied by means of
conformational search with MacroModel8.018 program starting
from the X-ray structure. The intramolecular interactions
stabilizing the conformers were analyzed and compared with
the intermolecular forces in the crystal considering environments
of different polarity. To investigate the behavior of the aziridinyl
peptide in the presence of solvents which are able to form
hydrogen bonds to the solute, computations with 1-5 molecules
of DMSO were undertaken. The accuracy of various force fields
was investigated by means of quantum chemical calculations.
NMR dilution studies differentiating between intra- and inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding were performed to verify the
predictions of the calculations.

It is well established that the carbonyl stretching wavenumber
is a measure of hydrogen bonding interaction since strong
hydrogen bonding leads to a decrease in its wavenumber value.19

Moreover, the position of the NH stretching modes in vibrational
spectra also reflects the H-bonding strength. Furthermore, since
an indepth understanding of the structure sensitive amide bands
is of high interest,20 we performed a detailed vibrational analysis
on the title compound (2) paying special attention to the
contribution of the atomic displacements to the normal co-
ordinates.

Experimental Section

NMR Dilution Experiments with (2). NMR spectra were
recorded in CDCl3 on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer.
The enumeration of the atoms can be taken from Figure 2.δ
(ppm): at 60 mM concentration:N1H 6.68; N2H 7.12; N3H
(aziridine) 1.84; at 30 mM concentration:N1H 6.48; N2H 7.01;
N3H (aziridine) 1.83; at 0.3 mM concentration:N1H 6.34; N2H
6.99; N3H (aziridine) 1.79.

X-ray Structure Determination of (2). Data were collected
at 100(2) K22 using graphite monochromated Mo KR radiation
(λ ) 0.71073 Å) on a Bruker D8 goniometer platform, equipped
with a Smart Apex CCD detector. Cell parameters were
determined and refined using the SMART software.23 Series of
ω-scans were performed at severalφ-settings. Raw frame data
were integrated using the SAINT program.24 The data were
empirically absorption corrected with SADABS 2.05.25 The
structures were solved using direct methods and refined by full-
matrix least squares on F2 using SHELXTL.26 Rvalues defined
as R1 ) Σ|Fo| - |Fc|/Σ|Fo|, wR2 ) [Σw(Fo

2 - Fc
2)2/

Σw(Fo
2)2]0.5, w ) [σ2(Fo

2)+ (g1P)2+g2P]-1, P ) 1/3 [max-
(Fo

2,0)+ 2Fc
2].

The positions of the hydrogen atoms were taken from the
difference Fourier map and refined freely. All non hydrogen
atoms were refined anisotropically. The anisotropic displacement
parameters (ADP) in the Supporting Information were drawn
at the 50% probability level. Crystallographic data (excluding
structure factors) for the structure reported in this paper have
been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
as supplementary publication CCDC-No. 234581. Copies of
the data can be obtained free of charge on application to CCDC,

12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK [fax: (internat.)+
44(1223)336-033; e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk].

2. C17H21N3O6, Mr ) 363.37 g/mol, monoclinic, space group
P21, a ) 4.8094(6),b ) 22.453(3),c ) 8.3634(10) Å,â )
101.212(2)°, V ) 885.88(18)Å-3, Z ) 2, Fcalcd) 1.362 Mgm-3,
µ ) 0.104 mm-1, F(000) ) 384. Data were collected fromθ
) 1.81 toθ ) 28.06°. 8265 reflections measured, from which
6729 were unique,R(int) ) 0.0166,wR2(all data)) 0.0864,
R1(I > 2σ(I)) ) 0.0396, for 3850 data, 1 restraint and 320
parameters. The Flack-x parameter27 refined to 1.1(9). Largest
diff. peak 0.279 e. Å-3 and hole-0.216e. Å-3.

Computational Details, MacroModel/XCluster Calcula-
tions. The MacroModel8.0 program package was used for
energy minimization of X-ray structures, generation, multiple
minimization, and investigation of different conformers of the
aziridinyl peptide. The overall computations are divided into
three parts.

1. Minimization of the X-ray Structure.X-ray experiments
often underestimate the length of X-H bonds (X) heavier
element). Therefore, to obtain reliable estimates of the interac-
tions within the crystals, it was necessary to perform a geometry
optimization. This was performed by a minimization of a part
of the crystal consisting of 117 molecules of the aziridinyl
peptide. The optimization was started from the X-ray geometry.
This part represents a box consisting of 5 layers with ap-
proximately 25 molecules in each. The geometries of the
molecules in the outer shell were frozen while the geometries
of the most inner nine molecules were optimized. MMFF94s
force field was used for the energy minimization of the starting
X-ray crystal structures and multiple minimizations of the
generated conformers. The truncated Newton-Raphson conju-
gate gradient (TNCG)28 method was used, while the derivative
convergence criterion was set to 0.05 kJ/Åmol, with 5000 as
the maximum number of iterations. In the multiple minimiza-
tions, all of the atoms were compared. To simulate the influence
of polar and medium surroundings the generalized Born/solvent
accessible surface29 (GB/SA) solvent model was used. For polar
environments we employed the parametrization made for water
while the one for chloroform was used to mimic the influence
of medium polar environments.

2. Conformational Search.An exhaustive conformational
search was performed using the MMFF94s force field. Calcula-
tions were done for the molecule in the gas phase as well as
for water and chloroform surroundings for which the GB/SA
solvent model was used. In all cases, nonbonded cutoffs were
set to infinity. For the energy minimization of the generated
conformers the TNCG method was used, while the derivative
convergence criterion was set to 0.05 kJ/Åmol, with 5000 as
the maximum number of iterations. Conformational search was
done by random variation of all rotatable bonds by means of
mixed Monte Carlo multiple minimum30 (MCMM)/low mode31

method. For each calculation 10.000 Monte Carlo steps were
performed.

3. XCluster Calculations.The XCluster program as a part of
the MacroModel8.0 program package was used for clustering
and comparison of the generated conformers. The clustering
was based on atomic RMSD (root-mean-square distance)

Figure 2. Synthesis and structure of the aziridinyl peptide EtO-Azi-Gly-Gly-OBn (2).
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differences of certain atoms. To separate conformers with N1-
O4 hydrogen bond from the others, clustering of all of the
conformers was done in respect to the atoms in the backbone
that take part in forming of this bond, namely C10, C11, C12,
N1, N2, O4 and an involved hydrogen.

Raman Spectroscopy.The Raman spectra excited at 1064
nm (Nd:YAG laser) were recorded with a Fourier transform
(FT) spectrometer (Bruker, model IFS120HR) equipped with a
Raman module (model FRA106). Detection was achieved with
a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector. The spectral resolution is
1 cm-1. The aziridinyl peptide (2) has been investigated in the
solid state, whereas1 has been measured as a fluid. Due to the
low solubility of 2 no spectra in solution could be obtained.

Results and Discussion

Inhibitor Syntheses. The electrophilic building block was
synthesized by a well-established procedure.21 Hydrolysis with
LiOH led to the half ester which was coupled to the model
peptide Gly-Gly-OBn by the DPPA (diphenyl phosphorazidate)
procedure (Figure 2).11 Purification by column chromatography
and crystallization from CHCl3 yielded the aziridinyl peptide
as colorless needles. A detailed description of the synthesis and
the analytical data are included in the Supporting Information.

Structure Discussion.The tripeptide (2) crystallizes in the
chiral monoclinic space groupP21. As the bonding parameters
are in the range generally observed for organic molecules, the
molecular structure, crystallographic tables, and full bond lengths
and angles for2 are only given in the Supporting Information.

In the solid state, the molecules are arranged in zigzag chains
and stacked along the crystallographic axesb andc. Addition-
ally, the ethoxy-substituents interlock between two neighboring
phenyl groups along thea axis. (Figure 3).

Figure 4 depicts the intermolecular hydrogen bonding net-
work, linking the straight molecules. The hydrogen bonding
parameters are presented in Table 1.

Along the c axis, the molecules are linked by bifurcated
hydrogen bonds between the acceptor O4c and the hydrogen
atoms H13a at the aziridine ring atom C13a and H21a at the
peptide group containing N2a (the enumeration of the various
atoms can be taken from Figure 2). This hydrogen bonding links
the middle section of the straight molecules (Figure 4, top).
Along theb axis, three hydrogen bonds are established between
the molecule stacks (atoms indexed a and d). The bifurcated
hydrogen bond of the acceptor O5a links the acidic hydrogen
atoms H11d at C11d, next to the peptide group at N2d and the

H20d hydrogen atom at N1d. The latter group is a bifurcated
donor, as the hydrogen atom H20d additionally binds to the
aziridine nitrogen atom N3a. Remarkably, this ring nitrogen
atom N3a is not only an H-acceptor but also acts as a donor,
because the connected H22a atom is linked to the O2b atom of
another molecule. Thus, along theb axis one molecule bridges
two others, forming four hydrogen bonds (Figure 4, bottom).
Interestingly, the hydrogen bonds link the chains in a head-to-
tail arrangement (Figure 5).

All of these findings suggest, that this arrangement induces
the molecules to adopt this chain like a layered structure.

To classify the different types of hydrogen bonds32 the
definition according to Jeffrey33 is used. The angles D-H‚‚‚A
vary from 129.3(18)° for N1d-H20d‚‚‚N3a to 163(2)° for N2a-
H21a‚‚‚O4c. Thus, they all have a moderately strong directional
preference. The N-H‚‚‚O interactions fall in the range from
2.05(3) to 2.32(2) Å and are therefore considered as moderately
strong hydrogen bonds. The C-H‚‚‚O bond lengths vary from
2.49(2) to 2.55(2) Å. As the C‚‚‚O distances (3.250(2) Å for

Figure 3. Crystal packing of EtO-Azi-Gly-Gly-OBn (2).

Figure 4. Hydrogen bonding network linking molecules along the
crystallographicc axis (top) and along theb axis (bottom).

Figure 5. Head-to-tail connection of the molecules.

TABLE 1: Hydrogen Bonding in (2)a

D-H‚‚‚Ab d(D-H) d(H‚‚‚A) d(D‚‚‚A) D-H-A

C11d-H11d‚‚‚O5a 0.91(2) 2.49(2) 3.250(2) 140.5(17)
C13a-H13a‚‚‚O4c 0.93(2) 2.55(2) 3.332(2) 142.2(17)
N1d-H20d‚‚‚O5a 0.81(2) 2.32(2) 3.084(2) 158(2)
N1d-H20d‚‚‚N3a 0.81(2) 2.56(2) 3.133(2) 129.3(18)
N2a-H21a‚‚‚O4c 0.84(3) 2.05(3) 2.864(2) 163(2)
N3a-H22a‚‚‚O2b 0.88(2) 2.16(2) 2.985(2) 156.2(18)

a Bond lengths in angstroms and angles in degrees.b D ) donor, A
) acceptor.
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C11d‚‚‚O5a and 3.332(2) Å for C13a‚‚‚O4c) are longer than
the suggested value for weak hydrogen bonds (3.2 Å),33 these
interactions seems to be weak. In addition, the N1d-H20d‚‚‚
N3a hydrogen bond has to be regarded a weak interaction, as
the distances and angles are 2.56(2) Å for N1d-H20a‚‚‚N3a,
3.133(2) Å for N1d‚‚‚N3a, and 129.3(18)° for N1d-H20d‚‚‚
N3a.

In contrast to the related epoxide containing loxistatin (Figure
1),16 which adopts a flattened, curved conformation in the
crystalline state, the solid-state structure of2 features intermo-
lecular hydrogen bonds inducing the molecules to be arranged
in zigzag chains. The epoxide molecules are arranged as a series
of infinite parallelâ-sheet structures formed via intermolecular
N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds between the respective N atoms of
the two amide groups and the O atoms of the same groups of
the neighboring molecule.16 These H bonds are also formed in
the aziridinyl peptide, but additionally, the aziridine-N is also
involved in H-bonding as donor and acceptor which is not the
case with the oxygen of the epoxide ring of loxistatin.

Theoretical Investigations.As a first goal of our theoretical
investigations, we studied the intermolecular binding energies
in the crystal. They were obtained by single-point calculations
on previously minimized geometries starting from solid-state
coordinates from the X-ray structures (see computational
methods part) which are depicted in Figure 6.

Within the crystal, the strongest interaction appears between
the molecules 1 and 2 or 3 and 4, etc. For the corresponding
dimers, a binding energy of 61 kJ mol-1 is computed for an
unpolar environment (e.g., the gas phase), whereas for a polar
one, a binding energy of 11 kJ mol-1 is predicted. The binding
mainly stems from two intermolecular hydrogen bonds with a
calculated distance of 2.21 Å for N1H-O5 and 2.83 Å for
N1H-N3. The binding energies between two molecules of one
column (e.g., 3 and 1 or 1 and 3′) are computed to be 52 kJ
mol-1 in the gas phase and 9 kJ mol-1 in a polar environment.
This binding mainly results from the existence of one intermo-
lecular H bond (N1H-O4, 1.82 Å) and from van der Waals

interactions between theπ systems of the phenyl rings. Weaker
interactions are found between molecules in positions that
correspond to those of molecules 1 and 4 or 4′. They are
computed to be about 22 kJ mol-1 in gas phase and only 1 kJ
mol-1 in an environment being similar polar as water. All other
intermolecular interactions (e.g., between 1 and 5 or 5′) are even
weaker. As expected from the linear form of the single
molecules also intramolecular interactions are neglectable.

The interaction energies discussed above are obtained from
dimer calculations. To obtain information about cooperative
effects, we computed the total binding energies of various
subunits and compared them with the values obtained by
summing up the corresponding binding energies of the dimers.
For a tetramer consisting of the molecules 1-4, we obtained a
total binding energy of 251 kJ mol-1. It is nearly identical to
the estimate of 248 kJ mol-1 which results from summing up
the binding energies of the corresponding dimers (1-2, 3-4,
1-3, 4-2, 4-1, see Figure 6 for the energies). For other
subunits (up to hexamers) similar results are found. Since
cooperative effects seem to be small in the crystal, the
interactions between one molecule and all of its neighbors can
be estimated to be about 270 kJ mol-1. Cooperative effects
cannot be estimated in a similar way for solvent models since
for the tetramer the intermolecular hydrogen bonds, e.g.,
between 1 and 2 or 3 and 4 are shielded differently against the
continuum than in the corresponding dimers.

To investigate possible conformers of a single aziridinyl
peptide molecule in different surroundings, we started from the
coordinates of the X-ray crystal structure and performed a
detailed conformational search in gase phase, as well as in water
and chloroform environment. During the search, only conforma-
tions for which the potential energy differed from the most stable
conformer within the range of 20 kJ mol-1 were kept. The
decision to disregard all conformers with higher energies is
based on studies of various authors who showed that bioactive
conformations lie within this threshold.34-36 All generated
conformers were once more minimized and repeating structures
were discarded. Table 2 shows the energies of the most stable
conformers found for the various surroundings relative to the
energy of the arrangement of a single molecule in the crystal
(see computational methods part for details). The XCluster37

program was used to differentiate between various types of
conformers, e.g., to determine how many of the conformers in
all three surroundings form the N1H-O4H bond. Clustering
of all of the conformers was done with respect to the atoms in
the backbone that take part in forming of this bond. Results are
also summarized in Table 2.

In contrast to the starting structure taken from the X-ray
crystal structure, which is more or less linear, all of the
conformers generated in the conformational search in gas phase
as well as in chloroform and water surroundings possess bent

Figure 6. Molecules of the aziridinyl peptide crystal used for the
calculation of binding energies. Upper part: side view of the crystal
structure, intermolecular H-bonds are marked by dotted lines. Lower
part: Schematic representation of the top view of the crystal structure
with depicted strengths of interactions (numbers in brackets correspond
to binding energies in chloroform and water environments, respectively,
and are in kJ mol-1) and positions and number of H bonds (one line
represents one H-bond, two lines two H bonds).

TABLE 2: Characterization of the Intramolecular
Interactions Stabilizing the Bent Structure of a Single
Aziridinyl Peptide Molecule in Different Surroundings

solvent

stabilization
energya

(kJ mol-1)
no. of the

conformersb

no. of
molecules

with N1-O4
H bond (%)

average
length of the

N1-O4
H bond (Å)

gas phase -82 118 75 2.0
chloroform -66 372 51 2.2
water -53 386 12 2.4

a Stabilization with respect to the linear form adopted in the crystal.
b Number of the conformers within the limit of 20 kJ mol-1 from the
most stable conformer.
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structures. Figure 7 shows the most stable conformers in gas
phase (left) and in water (right).

The investigations employing the XCluster program show that
the reasons for the stability of the bent structures strongly depend
on the environment. As expected for the gas-phase, intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonds are the most important ones. The
strongest one is located between N1H and O4 atoms (Figure
7). For this bond, the computations predict bond lengths between
1.9 and 2.1 Å. Its importance for the gas phase is underlined
by the fact that in about 75% of all studied conformers this
bond is formed. Additional hydrogen bonds appear between
O1-N1H, N2H-N3, O5-N3H, and O6-N3H centers but are
all less important as can be seen from their atomic distances
which are computed to be greater than 2.2 Å.

As expected, in more polar solvents, hydrogen bonds as
stabilizing factors become less important so that for water as
solvent the stabilization of the bent conformers always results
from various similar important contributions (various hydrogen
bonds, van der Waals interactions). It is interesting to note, that
the strengths of the hydrogen bonds are differently influenced
by the solvent. The most striking example is the N1H-O4
hydrogen bond. As already discussed, in the gas phase, this bond
is formed in 75% of conformers under investigation, and its
importance is further underlined by the fact that this bond is
found in most of the energetically lower lying conformers, e.g.,
also in the most stable conformer. For water as solvent only 12
% of the conformers under investigation form this bond and
different to the gas phase the bond is only found in the
energetically higher lying conformers. For example, in the most
stable conformer in water, this hydrogen bond is not formed.

Our analysis shows that for gas phase and medium polar
surroundings the intermolecular interactions which stabilize the
linear form in the crystal (gas phase 270 kJ mol-1, Figure 6)
clearly overcompensate the intramolecular interactions which
would favor the bent structures (gas phase 82 kJ mol-1, Table
2). The considerably stronger interaction in the crystal explains
the linear form found in the X-ray diffraction experiment, since
remaining intermolecular interactions between the bent mol-
ecules and entropy effects which would also favor bent structures
are expected to be much smaller. Only in very polar environ-
ments the relation flips. Here already the intramolecular
interactions within a single molecule in a bent structure (53 kJ
mol-1, Table 2) are stronger than the intermolecular interaction
of a single molecule with all its neighbors for which dimer

calculations predict a value of 42 kJ mol-1 (Figure 6). For the
medium polar solvent chloroform, our calculations also predict
that the sum of the intermolecular forces (126 kJ mol-1) leading
to a linear conformation predominates the intramolecular
interactions (66 kJ mol-1) which would favor a bent structure.
1H NMR dilution studies in CDCl3 confirm this prediction since
at dilution the signals for the all NH protons are shifted
significantly to higher field (∆δ ) 0.05-0.34 ppm, see
Experimental Section) which means that these protons are
involved in intermolecular H-bonding. An additional confirma-
tion of the lack of intramolecular H bonds in CHCl3 is provided
by NOESY spectra in CDCl3 which only show cross-peaks for
the ring protons C13H and C14H with the amide proton N2H
as well as for the C11H protons with the N1H amide proton.

Up to now, our calculations treat the environment as a
polarizable continuum without any molecular structure, i.e.,
solvents themselves which can form hydrogen bonds to the
solute are not described properly. To investigate how hydrogen
bonds between solvent and solute influence the energetics of
the system, we surrounded a single molecule with 1-5
molecules of DMSO. The extended conformational analysis and
further minimizations predicted only structures with intermo-
lecular H bonds. Even the presence of only one molecule of
DMSO was already sufficient to prevent the intramolecular
H-bond formation by involving all NH groups of the aziridinyl
peptide in intermolecular hydrogen bonds to the oxygen of the
DMSO molecule. The most stable geometry of the complex of
one DMSO molecule and the aziridinyl peptide is depicted in
Figure 8. The binding energy in this complex is already 130 kJ
mol-1 and increases with the number of DMSO molecules
involved to achieve 299 kJ mol-1 with five of them surrounding
the aziridinyl peptide. Consequently, compared to the binding
energies within the crystal structure this predicts a solution of
the crystalline aziridinyl peptide in DMSO. It nicely explains
the experimental finding that crystals of the compound are only
soluble in hot medium polar and polar solvents (water, THF,
DMSO, CHCl3).

Evaluation of the Accuracy of Different Force Fields.The
present study is a first step of a comprehensive investigation
about various effects which govern the inhibition properties of
aziridine based cysteine protease inhibitor.38 During the inhibi-
tion mechanism, a covalent bond is formed and as indicated in
various experimental studies also the proteinic environment
cannot be neglected. Therefore, the investigation will mainly
be performed with QM/MM Ansa¨tze. To ensure a reliable
description of the MM part in the present study, we evaluate
the accuracy of different force fields for the description of the

Figure 7. Most stable conformers generated in a conformational search
in gas phase (left) and water (right). Important intramolecular hydrogen
bonds (dotted lines) and the atoms that are involved in their forming
are labeled.

Figure 8. Most stable geometry aziridinyl peptide-DMSO complex.
Intermolecular H bonds are represented by dashed lines.
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conformers of aziridinyl peptides by comparing their results with
ab initio data.

For this purpose, eight different conformers (118 in total)
generated in an extended conformational search in the Macro-
Model8.0 suit of programs using MMFF94s39,40force field were
used. The various conformers are depicted in Figure 9. They
are represented by the number of their position in the list of the
energetically sorted conformers of the MMFF94 force field.
They were picked in such a manner that their energies as well
as their geometries differ significantly. In the first step we used
the geometries predicted by the MMFF94 force field and
performed single point energy calculations with different basis
sets and functionals. For these computations, the RIDFT module
of the TURBOMOLE41 program package was used. The relative
energies (conformer 1 was assigned zero energy) calculated for
each conformer are presented in Table 5. The numbering of
the conformers is identical to Figure 9. Table 3 shows that the
relative energies computed with different basis sets (standard
SV(P), TZVP, and TZVPP) and functionals (B42P86,43 BLYP,44

B345LYP, and PBE46) vary less than about 3-4 kJ mol-1.
Although the differences between different functionals and basis
sets seem to be small, Table 3 points to differences between
the MMFF94 force field and DFT. One example is conformer
67 which within the MMFF94 computations was found to be
about 15 kJ mol-1 less stable than conformer 1 (see Table 4).
Various DFT approaches predict it to be about 12-14 kJ mol-1

more stable than 1 (see Table 3).
To study such differences in more detail, in a second step,

we investigated the relative energies of fully geometry optimized
conformers. Since the influence of functionals and basis sets
seems to be small, only the TZVP basis set in combination with
the BP86 functional was employed to reoptimize the geometries
of the conformers under investigation. The resulting relative
energies were compared with the predictions of various force
fields (MMFF94s, MM3*,47 AMBER*,48-50 and OPLS-AA51).
In addition, we performed MP2/TZVP calculations using the
BP86/TZVP geometries. These data are summarized in Table
4.

Figure 9. Conformers selected to test the accuracy of various force fields. Intramolecular H bonds and the atoms that are involved in their forming
are labeled. The conformers are represented by the number of their position in the list of the energetically sorted conformers of the MMFF94 force
field.
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The MMFF94s force field showed good accordance to RIDFT
calculations for all conformers except conformers 67 and 74
for which already Table 3 showed the strongest deviations.
Comparing the relative energy predicted by the BP86/TZVP
approach for conformer 67 at the MMFF94 geometry (-12 kJ
mol-1, see Table 3) with its relative energy computed at
geometry optimized for DFT (-5 kJ mol-1, see Table 3) and
with the MMFF94 value (+15 kJ mol-1, see Table 4), it is seen
that the difference results only partially from differences in the
geometries. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the MP2
predictions (+5 kJ mol-1, see Table 4) are closer to the
MMFF94s results than the DFT approach. This behavior could
stem from van der Waals interactions which are not ap-
propriately described by some DFT functionals. This explanation
is supported by the relative energy predicted by the PBE
functional which for conformer 67 is in better agreement with
the MP2 result than other functionals (see Table 3). Taking the
differences between DFT and MP2 into account both MMFF94
and AMBER are found to describe the relative energies of the
various conformers quite accurately. The other force fields seem
to be less appropriate.

Raman Spectroscopy.A detailed vibrational analysis of the
aziridine containing peptide (2) and its building block (1) has
been performed in order to investigate the hydrogen bonding
pattern. The FT-Raman spectra of neat1 and 2 have been
recorded and the vibrational assignment of the bands was
achieved with the help of theoretical calculations as well as the
investigation of the deuterated compounds. The vibrational
wavenumbers and Raman scattering activities have been cal-
culated subsequently to the optimization of the molecular
structure within the Gaussian9852 program. Several functionals
(BPW91, B3LYP, and B3PW91) and different basis sets (6-
31+G(d) and 6-311++G(d,p)) have been applied for1 to
calculate the vibrational wavenumbers. Since the best agreement

between the calculated and experimental wavenumbers has been
obtained with the BPW91 functional, the latter combined with
the 6-311G(d,p) has been used in the calculations of2. The
calculated vibrational modes have been visualized with the
HyperChem53 program. Moreover, the potential energy distribu-
tion (PED) for each normal mode has been calculated,54 which
allowed a better understanding of the contribution of the
displacement coordinates to the normal modes in terms of
internal coordinates.

The vibrational analysis of the electrophilic building block
(1) and of the deuterated form (D1) is included in the Supporting
Information.

Figure 10 depicts the FT-Raman spectrum of2 in comparison
with the spectrum of the deuterated form (D2) between 0 and
1800 cm-1 (the wavenumber region between 1800 and 3600
cm-1 can be found in the supporting material see Figure C).

Unfortunately, the NH hydrogen atoms could not be replaced
completely by the deuterium isotope. Nevertheless, the ND
stretching modes can be clearly recognized at lower wavenum-
bers. The NH aziridine stretching has been assigned in analogy
to 1 to the band at 3264 cm-1 and is shifted to 2430 cm-1 in
the spectrum of the deuterated species. Two amide NH
stretching modes arise at higher wavenumbers (3344 and 3317
cm-1, respectively). This mode arises at 3288 cm-1 in R-gly-
cylglycine56 and at 3277 cm-1 in its hydrochloride,56 whereas
in Poly(Gly), the amide NH stretching mode arise20a at 3301
cm-1. Hence, the hydrogen bonding of the aziridine peptide
amides is significantly weaker than the hydrogen bonding of
the polypeptide. Nevertheless, concerning the bonding interac-
tion of the aziridine NH, this is stronger than in the electrophilic
building block (1) since it arises at about 19 cm-1 lower
wavenumbers. In the region of skeletal vibrations, however, only
changes in intensity can be observed upon deuteration. A
detailed vibrational analysis of2 is given in Table 5 (for a
vibrational assignment of the modes in the wavenumber region
1800-3600 cm-1 see supporting material table B).

In the case of2, the carbonyl stretching vibrations are well
differentiated, and 4 bands can be observed in the FT-Raman
spectrum (see Figure 10) of this derivative corresponding to its

TABLE 3: Relative Energies of Selected Conformers with
Respect to Conformer 1 Computed with Various Basis Sets
and Functionalsa

basis setsb functionalsc

conf SV(P) TZVP TZVPP BP86 BLYP B3LYP PBE

12 19 23 22 23 22 22 21
30 19 16 17 16 16 16 16
44 44 44 45 44 43 44 42
67 -10 -12 -12 -12 -14 -11 -7
74 0 -3 -4 -3 -5 -1 4

102 30 32 31 32 31 30 30
126 68 66 64 66 64 64 64

a The geometrical structures can be taken from Figure 9 (all values
are in kJ mol-1). b BP86 functional was used.c TZVP basis set was
used.

TABLE 4: Relative Energies of Selected Conformers (conf)
with Respect to Conformer 1 Computed with Various Force
Fields, the B86/TZVP and MP2/TZVP Approacha

ab initio
force fields

conf MMFF94s MM3* AMBER* OPLS-AA
B86/
TZVP

MP2/
TZVP

12 5 -7 10 5 10 21
30 9 2 3 -3 9 8
44 13 -3 6 7 19 33
67 15 11 16 0 -5 5
74 16 9 13 -3 2 16

102 19 -1 12 5 19 30
126 20 0 9 18 24 16

a The geometrical structures can be taken from Figure 9 (all values
are in kJ mol-1).

Figure 10. FT-Raman spectrum of (2) (bottom) in comparison with
the FT-Raman spectrum of the deuterated form (D2) (top).
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TABLE 5: Experimental and Calculated Vibrational Wavenumbers (in cm-1) of 2 and Their Vibrational Assignment
(1800-800 cm-1 Wavenumber Region+ N-H Stretch Vibrations)a

observed BPW91/11G(d,p) vibrational assignment, (PED %)

3344 3486 νN1-H(99) (for νN1-D 2484)
3317 3461 νN2-H(99) (for νN2-D 2454)
3264 3331 νN3-H(100) (forνN3-D 2430)
1736 1751 νC15)O5(75)+ ν14-C15(6)
1724 1738 νC8)O2(77)+ νO1-C8(6)
1696 1703 νC10)O3(64)+ νN1-C10(10)+ νC12)O4(7)
1654 1677 νC12)O4(64)+ νC12-N2(11)+ νC10)O3(8)
1607 1607 νPhenyl(58)(e2g

a) + δinPhenylH(12)+ δinPhenyl(7)
1588 1587 νPhenyl(70)(e2g

b) + δinPhenylH(9)+ δinPhenyl(7)
1562 1501 νasC10-N1-C9(39)+ νC11-C10(7)+ νN2-C12(6)+ δinCN1-H(24) + δinCN2H(5)

1489 νPhenyl(37)(e1u
a) + νC1-C7(7)+ δinPhenylH(56)

1477 1485 νN2-C12(31)+ νC11-N2(10)+ νN1-C10(8)+ δinCN2-H(22) + νC12-C13(7)
1468 1476 δscisC16H2(54) + δasCH3(34)

1459 δscisC7H2(93)
1447br 1458 δasCH3(73) + δscisC16H2(10)

1454 δscisC11H2(84)
1446 νPhenyl(26)(e1u

b) + δinPhenylH(45)
1445 δasCH3(90)

1423 1445 δscisC9H2(83)
1407 1413 νasC15-C14-C13(30)+ νsC14-N3-C13(12)+ δCC14-H(25)
1399 1378 δsCH3(58) + δwagC16H2(12) +νC16-C17(12)
1392 1367 δwagC7H2(48) + νC9-C8(11)+ νC8-O1(6)+ νC7-C1(6)
1373 1349 δwagC16H2(47) + δsCH3(21)
1356 1346 νPhenyl(84)(b2u)

1338 δwagCH2(amide, Bn)+ νC11-C10(6)
1322 δwagC9H2(20+) + δCC13-H(14) + νC9-C8(5)
1316 δinPhenylH(81)(a2g)

1279sh 1291 δwagC11H2(33) + δCC13-H(12)
1266 1261 νazi(30)(breathing)+ δCN3-H(22) + δCC14-H(12)
1247 1256 δtwistC16H2(92) + δrockCH3(6)
1235 1212 δCN1-H(21) + νC8-O1(10)+ νC10-N1-C9(13)+ δtwistC7H2(13)
1218 1209 νC7-C1(39)+ δinPhenylH(11)+ νPhenyl(6)

1208 δtwistC7H2(74)
1203 δCN3-H(44),δCC14-H(14)scis+ νC15-O6(7)+ δC13C14-C15(9)

1183 1196 δtwistC11H2(71) + δCN2-H(8) + νN2-C11(7)
1191 δtwistC11H2(33) + δtwistC9H2(16) + δCN2-H(14) + νN2-C11(7)
1189 δtwistC9H2(79)

1166 1178 νO1-C8(22)+ δtwistC9H2(33) + δCN1-H(10)
1171 δPhenylH(59)(e2g

a) + νO1-C8(8)
1156 1157 δPhenylH(81)(b2u) + νPhenyl(11)

1142 νC15-O6(25)+ δrockC16H2(15) + δrockCH3(7) + δCC14-H(5) + νC11-N2(5)
1139 δrockC16H2(46) + δrockCH3(18) + νC15-O6(8)

1126sh 1134 δCC14-H(24),δCN3-H(8)twist + νC15-O6(10)+ νN2-C11(8)+ νN1-C9(6)+ νC14-C15(6)
1115 1120 δCC13-H(21),δCN3-H(9)wag + νN1-C9(18)+ νsC12-N2-C11(13)
1091 1104 νC16-C17(28)+ δrockCH3(44)
1084 1085 νPhenyl(42)(e1u

b) + δPhenylH(36)(e1u
b)

1074 1077 νN2-C11(26)+ νN1-C9(22)+ νC10-N1(6)
1074 1074 δCC13-H(51),δCC14-H(10)wag

1033 1028 νPhenyl(55)(e1u
a) + δPhenylH(17)(e1u

a)
1028 1018 νasC17-C16-O6(58)+ δrockCH3(8) + δCC14-H(6)
1016 1009 δCC13-H(23),δCC14-H(18),δCN1-H(9) + δCC-C12(10)
1003 991 νPhenyl(86)(trig breathing)

981 δrockC11H2(20) + δrockC9H2(11) + νC13-C12(6)
978 δrockC9H2(40) + δoutOCdO2(7)
972 δoutPhenylH(69)
971 δrockC11H2(15) + δrockC9H2(10) + νC9-C8(6)+ δoutOCdO3(6)

955 962 νC13-C12(9)+ δrockC11H2(19) + δoutOCdO3(7)
946 δoutPhenylH(81)
944 δrockC7H2(64)
932 νC14-C15(12)+ νN3-C13(7)+ νC11-C10(5)+ δoutPhenylC(5)
923 δoutPhenylC(15)+ δoutPhenylH(14)+ νO1-C7(7)+ νC14-C15(7)

915 915 νO1-C7(29)+ νC9-C8(8)+ νC11-C10(7)
893 885 νO1-C7(29)+ δoutPhenylH(53)
865 873 νN3-C13(26)+ δCC-C12(7)+ δrockCH3(6)
851 861 νN3-C14(36)+ νC13-C14(18)+ δCC-C15(18)+ δoutOCdO5(7)
830 843 νO6-C16(33)+ νN3-C13(16)+ δrockCH3(16)
817 828 δoutPhenylH(100)
814 816 νC7-C1(21)+ νC9-C8(9)+ νPhenyl(16)+ δPhenyl(7)
778 790 δrockCH3(30)+ δrockC16H2(55)
763 756 δoutCC-C12(41)+ δoutOCdO4(14)
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4 carbonyl groups. The carboxylate moieties give rise to the
bands at higher wavenumbers, namely, the ethyl ester at 1736
cm-1 and the benzyl ester at 1724 cm-1. The later slightly
couples to the adjacent amide carbonyl. However, the relative
low wavenumbers at which the ester carbonyl bands arise tend
toward a notable hydrogen bonding. The corresponding band
in the spectrum of1 arises at 1737 cm-1.

Due to the electron delocalization in the amide backbone,
the amide carbonyl bands are shifted usually to lower wave-
numbers. The band at 1696 cm-1 corresponds to the C10dO3
stretch vibration, whereas the band at 1654 cm-1 corresponds
to the carbonyl moiety (C12dO4) adjacent to the aziridine ring.
The DFT computed wavenumbers (see Table 5) of the optimized
molecular structure of2 (see Figure D in the Supporting
Information) are in good agreement with the experimental data.
Nevertheless, the band at 1654 cm-1 is predicted at higher
wavenumbers with about 20 cm-1, whereas the other carbonyl
modes are calculated with a better accuracy. Therefore, the
Raman spectrum of the solid shows probably stronger hydrogen
bonding interaction involving this group than it is predicted by
the gas-phase optimization. Nonetheless, the crystal structure
analysis shows stronger H-bonding interaction for the O4c (see
Table 1), the amide carbonyl adjacent to the aziridine ring, which
is in agreement with the experimental Raman data. Moreover,
this CdO bond is the longest carbonyl bond in the solid-state
structure and in the gas-phase calculations by the DFT methods.
Compared with the IR and Raman spectra ofR-glycylglycine
or its hydrochloride56 or the more recent near-resonance Raman
study20f on single-crystal glycylglycine‚1.5H2O, where, however,
the dipeptide appears as a zwitterion, the same conclusions can
be drawn. The amide I bands20 appear in the IR spectrum of
the dipeptide56 at 1674 and 1661 cm-1, but at 1663 and 1622
cm-1 in the Raman spectrum of the single crystal20f reflecting
the much shorter intermolecular O‚‚‚H bonds (in the range of
1.900 to 2.128 Å) compared with (2). Sieler et al.19,20d also
reported Raman spectra of the single-crystal glycylglycine and
in solution. The amide bands (at 1665 and 1624 cm-1) in the
solid-state spectrum19 are consistent with the data of Pajnici et
al.20f Nonetheless, these modes shift to considerably higher
wavenumbers in the case of the solvated molecule19,20dgiving
rise to two bands at 1675 and 1692 cm-1. Sieler et al.19,20d

showed that the amide I doublet arises from vibrational mixing
with water molecules and ruled out the possibility that the amide

I subbands result from peptides with different hydrogen bonding
between their CO groups and adjacent water molecules. Poly-
(L-Gly) shows one amide I band at 1674 cm-1 in the Raman
spectrum, but two bands appear20a in the IR spectrum at 1685
and 1636 cm-1. Nevertheless, in the case of2, the significant
splitting of the amide I band is due to the presence of the two
differently H-bonded carbonyl moieties as shown also by the
solid-state structure. Hence, one carbonyl group is weakly
H-bonded, whereas the carbonyl group adjacent to the aziridine
ring is involved in both intermolecular H-bonding with the
amide NH of a neighboring molecule and intramolecular
interactions with the aziridine NH. As shown by the X-ray
structure analysis, the later group is involved also in intermo-
lecular interaction with the benzyl ester carbonyl and therefore
the aziridine NH stretch of2 is more strongly involved in
H-bonding than in1 arising at lower wavenumbers.

Although the DFT optimized structure (see Figure D in the
Supporting Information), where the optimization started from
the crystal structure coordinates of2, led to a different
conformer, the calculated wavenumbers are in good agreement
with the experimental data and the PED information corresponds
to the experimental data of the investigated analogue compounds
and to those from the literature.19,20,56The agreement between
the calculated and the observed wavenumbers is due probably
to the fact that the calculated bond lengths for the gas-phase
structure are in very good agreement with the crystal structure,
even though the bond angles present striking discrepanicies (see
Figure D in the Supporting Information).

In the following, the backbone vibrations of2 will be briefly
discussed (see Table 5). The amide II band has usually very
low intensity in the Raman spectra if recorded with visible
excitation. The FT-Raman spectra of2 present a shoulder at
1562 cm-1 which could be assigned to this mode. Nevertheless,
the calculations predicted two modes corresponding mainly to
the CN stretch combined with NH bending mode at 1501 and
1485 cm-1. In the Raman spectrum the band of weak intensity
at 1477 cm-1 is most likely to correspond also to an amide II
band involving predominantly the N2 atom. This mode arises
usually around 1570 cm-1 in model peptides of trans config-
uration, but around 1475 cm-1 in cis configuration,57 whereas
for Poly(L-Gly),20a two bands at 1564 and 1515 cm-1 can be
observed. The amide III band of2 presents medium intensity

TABLE 5 (Continued)

observed BPW91/11G(d,p) vibrational assignment, (PED %)

749 747 δoutPhenyl(31)+ δoutPhenylC(27)+ δoutPhenylH(23)
713 δoutCC-C12(14)+ δoutOCdO5(11),δoutOCdO4(9)in-phase
697 δoutCC-C15(21)+ δoutCC-C4(12)+ δoutOCdO4(7)
691 δoutPhenyl(47)+ δoutPhenylH(24)+ δoutPhenylC(12)
674 δCC-C12(15)+ δCC-C15(17)
637 δinamide(46)

622 618 δinPhenyl(86)
590 604 δoutCN1-H(15) + δoutOCdO3(11)+ δrockC11H2(24)

569 δoutPhenylC(10)+ δPhenyl(9)+ δoutOCdO2
565 δoutOCdO2(11)+ δtwistC9H2(22)+ δoutO1C8C9(15)
562 δoutCN2-H(33) + δoutCCC12(15)+ δoutC12N2C11(8)

549 547 δinN2C11C10(dO3)N1(28)+ δPhenyl(9)
499 497 δoutPhenylC(31)+ δPhenyl(14)+ δinN2C11C10(5)
456 433 δinC16O6C15)O5(31)+ δCC-C12(10)

401 δinC16O6C15)O5(23)+ δoutPhenylC(8)+ δoutPhenyl(9)
386 398 δoutPhenyl(86)
364 354 δout(O))C15C14C13C12(dO)N2(73)

246 δC15CC-C12(36)+ δinOCdO5(13)
235 221 δC15CC-C12(34)
204 204 δoutC12N2C11C10(30)

a The calculations were done at the BPW91/6-311G(d,p) level. The calculated PED values are given in parentheses for each mode.
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in the FT-Raman spectrum at 1235 cm-1 and corresponds well
with the assignment of Poly(L-Gly).20aThe polypeptide presents
two amide III bands at 1233 and 1220 cm-1, respectively. The
second amide III vibration of2 could be assigned based on the
DFT calculations to the band at 1183 cm-1, but however, the
contribution of the CH2 twist vibration for this mode is high.
In contrast, the aziridine ring stretching which also involves
CN stretch and NH bending arise at much lower wavenumbers,
namely, at 1266 cm-1 for the ring breathing mode and in the
case of the dominant CN stretching modes at 865 and 851 cm-1.
Very often these modes are assigned as ring deformations,55,58

but the PED calculations and the atomic displacements showed
that a stretching assignment is more proper in terms of internal
coordinates. Moreover, ann-membered ring presents 3n - 6
degrees of freedom59 which are described asn stretching modes
and 2n - 6 symmetrized bending and torsion modes. In the
case of a three-membered ring, this leads to 3 degrees of freedom
corresponding to 3 possible stretching modes.

Several modes corresponding to C-O, N-CH2, and C-C
stretching vibrations arise in the 1400-800 cm-1 spectral region.
The ester C-O bond is involved into vibrational modes at
comparably higher wavenumbers (1166, 1156, and 1126 cm-1)
than the O-Et or O-Bn (1028, 915, 893, and 830 cm-1) due to
its partial double bond character. The N-CH2 stretching gives
rise to bands at significantly lower wavenumbers (1126, 1115,
and 1074 cm-1) than the amide II or III modes.

The amide deformation modes have low intensity in the
Raman spectrum in the 800-250 cm-1 spectral region, but very
strong modes can be observed around 100 cm-1 where out-of-
plane deformation modes probably overlap with lattice vibrations
of the crystal unit. Nevertheless, the calculated Raman intensities
of the latter modes are very strong.

Finally, we skip a detailed discussion of the CH2 and CH3

bending modes (see Table 5), but it is worth noting that the
strong band at 1446 cm-1 corresponds mainly to the asym-
metrical bending of the CH3 group, since it can be observed in
the Raman spectra of2 and1, but not in analogue compounds
without the methyl group.

Conclusions

The X-ray structure analysis in combination with the com-
putations of various bond strength clearly shows that the
intermolecular hydrogen bonding network established in the
solid state is responsible for the zigzag arrangement of the
aziridinyl peptide (2).

Conformational analysis of a single molecule in different
environments which were taken into account by the continuum
Ansatz showed that a single aziridinyl peptide molecule
possesses a bent structure. Various intramolecular interactions
are found to be responsible, but for the gas phase and for
medium polar solvents, the N1H-O4 hydrogen bond plays a
prominent role. For more polar solvents, several interactions
become similarly important since especially the N1H-O4
hydrogen bond is considerably weakened. As indicated by
computations, the linear form found in the X-ray experiment
results due to stabilization by strong intermolecular interactions
which overcompensate the intramolecular ones. Even for
medium polar solvents such as CHCl3, the intermolecular forces
are predicted to be stronger than the intramolecular ones. This
is confirmed by NMR studies. Only for strong polar solvents
such as water, the order of inter- and intramolecular interactions
flips.

If DMSO as a solvent is employed the intermolecular bonds
between DMSO and the aziridinyl peptide replace the intramo-
lecular ones leading to a widened conformation.

A detailed vibrational analysis of the title compound has also
been performed. The Raman spectra show stronger H-bonding
of the aziridine NH unit in the solid state of2 than in the
electrophilic building block (1). The electrophilic building block
probably presents only intramolecular interactions, whereas the
aziridine NH of the peptide derivative is also involved in
moderately strong intermolecular H-bonding.

Our analysis indicates that2 and the related epoxide loxistatin
behave quite similar although they possess different peptide
residues. Both show a more or less linear conformation and as
indicated by our computations for2 do not build up intramo-
lecular H bonds in DMSO and CHCl3. The main difference
between both inhibitors, namely, the participation of the
aziridine-NH group in an intermolecular bonding network, seems
to be less important in polar solutions. However, it could lead
to a stronger stabilization of2 in crystalline state. Since the
intermolecular H bonds involving the peptide bonds seem to
be most important, we predict that2 and related compounds in
its complexes with the target cysteine protease papain will adopt
a similar structure like loxistatin or related epoxysuccinyl
peptides.
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